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In Vino Expertise Network

The last phase of a special KA2 project In Vino Expertise is approaching, where six partner

organizations from five different countries (Spain, Italy, France, Slovenia, and Portugal)

gathered together to support the training of unemployed adults in the field of wine tourism

in specially equipped areas with wine tourism resources and used a transnational approach

in dealing with the cultural heritage of European product such as wine. As increasing training

among citizens is achieved by improving their employability and increasing their knowledge

of the sector from a cultural and heritage perspective, they built In Vino Network.

In Vino Network is the online community where wine tourism companies and professionals

in the sector meet each other and start a profitable work relationship. The general objective

is the intention to increase the training of citizens around the tourism of the wine sector to

improve their employability, assume wine as a cultural heritage and reduce its uncontrolled

consumption. There were done promotions of the training of citizens by offering them

formation that is really demanded in the sector and that gives access to different jobs.



In Vino Network offers connection, especially between unemployed people, which are the

direct target group, and companies, where they can reflect on their needs and see them

achieved. Among all adherents to the proposal, it was made a network of contacts of public

and private entities active in wine tourism and unemployed adults who need to find job

vacancies close to them. In order to increase the training and working capital of citizens in

the sphere of tourism in the wine sector, especially those who are at risk of social exclusion,

it was made diffusion and impact through the joint work of the consortium of the project

partners, and their results obtained from a European point of view on the topic of wine

tourism.

Registration in the virtual community is available, especially for tourism companies and

unemployed adults interested in vacancies in the sector. You can easily enter through the

following link: https://invinoexpertise.eu/

Welcome to In Vino Expertise Network!

For more information, you are invited to follow our Facebook page or write us an email:

https://www.facebook.com/invinoexpertise

invino.expertise@gmail.com

https://invinoexpertise.eu/?fbclid=IwAR3Bsmc_-qh6AxVUZIyEis7fMs6-LB2Us9uSG2rMa_WAM25yD6w1zXmmyJg
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